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Special Council Meeting Agenda
for Monday, July 26, 2021 at 1:00 p.m.
to be held in Council Chambers,
Town Office at 4512 – 46 Street, Olds, AB
This Special Council Meeting will be conducted in Council Chambers at the Municipal
Office at 4512 – 46 Street in Olds, with the public body present at meeting location.
This meeting is being LIVE STREAMED on the Town’s website and can be found here:
https://www.olds.ca/StreamingCouncilMeeting
1.

CALL TO ORDER
a.
ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA

2. PUBLIC HEARING
PUBLIC HEARING to be held on July 26th, 2021 at 1:00 p.m. in the Council Chambers at 4512
46 Street in Olds, Alberta as required by sections 75.1, 75.5, 230 and 606 of the Municipal
Government Act and Section 3 of the Municipally Controlled Corporation Regulation, prior to
obtaining control of Olds Fibre by acquiring all of the shares of the same and converting Olds
Fibre into an MCC.
a.
b.

DECLARE PUBLIC HEARING OPEN
BACKGROUND
i. Mayor
ii. David Lewis, BDO Canada
iii. Rodd Thorkelsson, Brownlee LLP

c.

PRESENTATIONS
i. Those in Support
ii. Those Opposed
iii. Those Deemed Affected

d.
3.

DECLARE PUBLIC HEARING CLOSED

ADJOURNMENT

Media Scrum: any questions arising from the media can be sent to our ‘Communications
Coordinator” at communications@olds.ca

{B4224048.DOC;1}
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Town of Olds Public Hearing
(Acquiring Shares of Olds Fibre)
July 26, 2021 at 1:00 p.m.
The following list, notes all written submissions received by the Town of Olds as of 9:00
am Friday, July 23, 2021.
Donna Stauffer – provided written comments which are included in the agenda
package
Dick Stauffer – provided written comments which are included in the agenda package
Darren Wilson – provided written comments which are included in the agenda package
& requested an opportunity to speak at the public hearing
Bernice Lynn – provided written comments which are included in the agenda package
& requested an opportunity to speak at the public hearing
Rita and Brian Thompson – requested an opportunity to speak at the public hearing
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Donna Stauffer
Legislative
Question for the July 26, 2021 Hearing for Olds Fibre/O-Net and Mountain View Power
July 12, 2021 1:40:26 PM

CAUTION: This Email is from an external sender. Be alert for Phishing. Do not click links if you do not know the
sender.
Mayor Muzychka and Council,
Questions I would like answered :
1. Why did the Mayor and Council decide to recall the loan now? The town had already maxed out and exceeded
it’s mandated Provincial borrowing limit long before Council recalled the loan which also required a Provincial
Ministerial order to do so. Why did Council not wait and see if OI could find an alternative backer for the loans
before exceeding the town’s debt limit? Why did Council also make the decision to re-loan $4,000,000 to OI as it
would have a major impact on the town’s cash balance and reserves?
2. Joe Gustavson’s article in the paper stated O-Net has never missed any payment owed to the town. If my
information is correct… O-Net/Olds fibre have a principal and interest payment of approx. $900,000 due this year.
If true, does O-Net have the funds to cover this or will the payment have to be subsidized by the taxpayers?
My Opinion:
Olds taxpayers were told by the Council that made the decision to originally gamble and back loans to OI, that the
installation of Olds fibre/O-Net along with the acquisition of Mountain View Power would be a substantial benefit
to the town. The profits generated from these businesses would be used to fund OI…as well as generate a
substantial amount of funding for community organizations, projects and events and would operate financially
independent from the town. To date, not much of that has actually happened! It’s been approx 11 years and the
town was still subsidizing OI for approx $280,000/yr. until recently. If you compare a little organization like Nu2U
to OI., NU2U has probably donated more money to community organizations than OI contributed during the same
period of time without being heavily subsidized.
I also noticed in BDO’s report it showed taxpayer’s dollars were only used for acquiring a $600,000 matching grant
but neglected to report all the hundreds of thousands of taxpayer dollars that were spent to date on subsidizing OI?
I’m not excited or thrilled about the town taking over these businesses but without a buyer I can’t see an alternative.
Governments and municipalities don’t normally have a great track record on operating and making business
ventures viable or profitable and I’m sure it’s because they know they have an endless supply of money they can
draw on through taxation, which in normal business practice isn’t there because they’re in a “sink or swim”
scenario.
I wish Olds would have gone with the sensible and cautious municipal plan the city of Beaumont went with to put in
fibre, not costing taxpayers a dime…. But we didn’t…so here we are!
Good luck in making these businesses viable and successful because the amount we pay in taxes in the future
depends on it!
Thanks….Hopefully my questions will get answered?
Donna
Donna Stauffer
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Importance:

Dick Stauffer
Legislative
Questions for the July 26,2021 meeting
July 15, 2021 7:44:03 AM
High

CAUTION: This Email is from an external sender. Be alert for Phishing. Do not click links if you do not
know the sender.

References To O-Net include Olds Fiber (OFL), Olds Community Connected
network (OCCN) & Olds Institute (OI).
1.

What costs has the Town incurred to date with BDO in 2020 & 2021?

2.

Is the Town thru O-Net going to install fiber in the new builds?

3.

What is the principal & interest payments annually for O-net for the next
5 years & does O-net have the money to make the payments?

4.

Does Municipal Affairs have a procedure to follow when municipalities
set up a Municipal Controlled Corporation (MCC)?

Dick Stauffer
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I support effective, sustainable social and community investment and appreciate the
contribution of volunteers and I acknowledge the value that O-Net provides for the community
and the efforts of those that were instrumental in the development of high speed, broadband
internet in the Town of Olds.
Specific to the management, operation, effectiveness and governance of the OI in fulfilling the
economic, tourism and community development mandate, an intervention was necessary and
overdue; however, I do not agree with the process and draconian methods the Town of Olds
has adopted from the outset to initiate the change. I am very interested to see if there is a
method to the madness.
I joined the OI board weeks prior to the Town issuing the Forbearance. There was evidence
before May of a deteriorating relationship between the Town and OI characterized by lack of
trust, bitterness, resentment and fear. Responsibility for community and economic
development had previously been delegated to the OI. In 2017, the town wanted to strengthen
accountability with a formal service level agreement and link funding to a purpose with defined
outcomes to be measured and reported. Inherent to this was the need for an agreement on
the mandate and roles and responsibilities of OI in key areas such as Economic Development;
tourism and business attraction and retention and the extent to which the Town could direct
the operations of OI. Conversely, in early 2020 the OI was seeking confirmation of their
independent operational and governance structure and autonomy status from the town.
The funding relationship between Town and OI has been tenuous and uncertain since at least
2017. From 2017-2019, Town of Olds contributions accounted for at least 80% of grant monies
received. Achieving financial independence from the town and self-sustainability have been
long standing but elusive goals for OI. On-going areas of focus for the board representing OI
that have impacted the organization’s progress include: defining its’ role and purpose,
determining the decision making authority and boundaries of the Executive Director;
developing a governance and control framework; determining a structure, focus and identity
for OI and communicate to the community ‘who they are’ and ‘what they do’.
In early 2017 a delegation from OI appeared before town council requesting refinancing of
$14mln in loans due to cash flow problems. A subsequent media report indicated $800k
generated by 0-NET in 2017 was re invested thru OI in the community.
OI at 2019 year-end was in an operating cash shortfall. Cash reserves had been depleted,
restricted/dedicated grant funds were required to fund daily operations and beginning 2020 OI
would be reliant on grants, sponsorship and Mountain View Power to fund day-to-day
operations without the benefit of a reserve cash balance.
Over a 10-year period, the Town of Olds has provided operating, Executive Director salary and
benefits and tourism grants and/or in-kind contributions in excess of $2.0 mln as well as
$600,000 in a matching CARES grant. While not every dollar spent on social and community
development will translate to a $ benefit, allocation of tax payer funds should be based on
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appropriate funding criteria. On May 18, 2020 I submitted for inclusion on the May 26 OI board
meeting agenda a proposal and Terms of Reference for an internal OI sub-committee to
conduct an organization review. The goal was to determine how to best position OI for success.
On May 22, the Forbearance was initiated by the Town.
Concerning O-NET, there is no disputing the benefit that residents and business owners in Olds
have enjoyed. Between 2013-2015, O-NET and the Town of Olds were recognized as leaders in
the area of high speed internet. CBC, The Globe and Mail, The Calgary Herald, and the Montreal
Gazette featured Olds as leading rural municipalities in broadband high speed internet.
Recently, PCMag rated Olds #10 in best work-from-home cities in Canada for 2021.
The OFL board has been comprised of individuals with diverse skills including a leading industry
expert. Over the past 5-7 years a representative from OI has travelled across North America
sharing lessons learned, networking, building awareness of O-NET and promoting Olds as a
destination of choice for business. For a variety of reasons, capitalizing on that early, head start
the Town of Olds enjoyed with being Canada’s first gigabit community, growing and expanding
O-NET and generating economic development has been challenging.
The telecom sector as we know is highly competitive requiring significant capital. Telus recently
announced spending of $14B over the next 4 years to expand Alberta rural high speed internet
in communities such as Westlock; Westakiwin and Alix. Delbourne, Gasoline Alley and Red Deer
County have or are in the process of installing high speed internet. Brooks which has been
mentioned with O-NET and Beaumont are communities on the cusp of proceeding with fibre
install. And in almost all cases, high speed internet is identified as the magical key to unlocking
economic development.
And there are no shortage of players. Aside from the dominant major telecoms, the industry
also includes medium sized ventures such as Valo, Tether and Canadian Fiber Optics Group all
involved in the Delbourne/Red Deer County development providing capital, constructing the
backbone network and lighting the fibre.
The creation of an MCC is an interesting alternative to operating O-NET while exploring growth
and expansion and I do have concerns.
The MCC will provide the Town with greater involvement and participation in the operation of
OFL as well as access to information. As shareholder, the town will have input to the
governance, operations and greater municipal oversight and accountability through an annual
business planning review and approval process and other control measures such as published
annual budget and access to audited or independently verified financial statements Time will
tell whether this yields positive outcomes.
O-NET/OI is a complex situation with emotion, passion, egos and many stake holders including
the private lenders. Ultimately, success will depend on retaining staff; selection of qualified
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individuals to the board and a strategy and vision that will position O-NET to continue to
strengthen financially and build on best in class customer service while being receptive to
growth, expansion, sale or partner opportunities should they arise.
Mountain View Power is a success story. The electrical wholesale market price is going to see
extreme volatility for some time which will challenge margins. Mountain view Power can
continue to generate positive returns for investment into the community and provide support
DIRECTLY to agencies, volunteer groups and initiatives, as was originally intended.
And briefly, the committees associated with the OI. Fortunately, the volunteer groups have
strong leadership with a dedicated core of loyal volunteers. They will survive and prosper. It will
be important to ensure these committees have the support they require to continue their
efforts supporting the community.
It’s time to put the animosity, the egos, the bruised feelings aside. And move forward
collaboratively with solutions that will benefit the community and residents.
Questions:
1) Social media and mainstream media indicated in the fall of 2019 an external competitor
expressed interest in some of the Olds’ Institute assets. Was an offer ever received?
Who was involved in the negotiations representing OI/O-Net/town? Why were
negotiations terminated?
2) What is the town plan and long-term strategy for O-NET and mountain view power
3) Does the creation of the MCC eliminate the need for the town to include the loans
and/or loan guarantees to the OI in the town’s debt and debt service calculation
4) Please confirm: The $14mln of loans is comprised of 2 segments: approx. $10mln from
the Alberta Capital Finance Authority and approximately $3.8mln from town
cash/reserves
5) Disclosure, communication and opportunities for residents to engage with the municipal
corporation will be essential. Will the MCC Regulations and Unanimous Shareholder
Agreement ensure public accountability measures including annual shareholder meeting
open to town residents and updates on operations, planning and financials….or will
information be FOIP’ed and or treated as ‘in camera’?
6) Can members of council or the mayor sit on the board of directors of the MCC. Will
directors be independent, public-at-large and how will board members be selected?

Darren Wilson
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bernice Lynn
Legislative
Olds Public Hearing re: Olds Institue et al
July 20, 2021 8:38:19 PM

CAUTION: This Email is from an external sender. Be alert for Phishing. Do not click links if you do not
know the sender.

I am requesting permission to attend the public hearing slated for July 26, 2021, at the Olds
Council Chambers. If allowed, I would ask whom and/or what organization would have the
qualifications to provide the same high level of service.
Thank you.
Bernice Lynn
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Marcie McKinnon
"rita@airenet.com"
Michael Merritt
RE: Registration for July 26th
July 21, 2021 1:47:00 PM

Good Afternoon Rita,
Thank you for the email to register to speak at the July 26, 2021 public hearing.
I will add you and Brian to the speakers list, as requested.
The Mayor will call for registered speakers to come up first.
At that point you will be asked to come forward to the presenters podium and would have
(5) minutes to speak to Council.
Once you are finished, Council may ask you questions on items you addressed when
speaking.
I am there during the meeting and will be assisting the speakers at the podium.
If you have any questions or concerns, please let us know.
Regards,
Marcie

From: rita@airenet.com [mailto:rita@airenet.com]
Sent: July 21, 2021 10:11 AM
To: Legislative <Legislative@Olds.ca>
Subject: Registration for July 26th
CAUTION: This Email is from an external sender. Be alert for Phishing. Do not click links if you do
not know the sender.
Hi Marcie, Brian and I would like to register for the special council meeting on July 26th . Thank You
Regards, Rita
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Information on Loans provided to Olds Institute
Background: The Town of Olds’ involvement and support in the fibre optic network project (high
speed internet) has been to provide loans to Olds Institute to finance the construction of the Olds
Connected Community Network (OCCN) and the creation of O-NET which operates under Olds Fibre
Ltd.
How much funding has the Town provided to Olds Institute for the Financing of O-NET?
•

In 2010 the Town provided a loan of $6M dollars to put in the Fibre Optic Network system (also
known today as O-NET).
o Payments on the $6M loan were for principal and interest over a 10-year amortization
period

•

In 2014 the Town provided an additional loan of $8M dollars to continue to build O-NET.
o Payments on the $8M dollar loan were for principal and interest over a 15-year
amortization period.
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Why were the loans for $14M Refinanced in 2017?
•

In 2015, Olds Institute came to the Town asking if they could be reloaned the principal
payments that they had previously made. Over the next few years the Town reloaned
$3,887,191 to Olds Institute, which was the maximum allowable under Bylaw 2017-13.

•

Olds Institute then asked the Town to facilitate refinancing of the $14M with a longer
amortization period (25 years) in order to lower the semi-annual payments.
o The Town, through Alberta Capital Finance Authority (ACFA) looked at refinancing the
$14M loans over a 25-year amortization period.
o Alberta Capital Finance Authority agreed to refinancing the total debt that was
outstanding with them, which at that time was $10,108,805.
o The other $3,887,191 (total principal payments made on the debenture from 2010 to
2017) had been paid to ACFA, and then re-loaned to Olds Institute by the Town.
o The refinanced debenture was at Olds Institute’s request INTEREST-ONLY until
September of 2021 (3 years).
o The reloan from the Town to Olds Institute of $3,887,191 was set up in the same
manner as the ACFA loan bearing the same interest rate and interest-only payments
until September 2021.

In September of 2021, what is the interest and principal payment due on the loan payments?
•

The next payment, due September 15, 2021, is $452,646.87 ($217,374.17 principal +
$235,272.70 interest).

Was there additional financing provided to Olds Institute?
Did the Town provide/other additional funding to assist OIds Institute?
•

Yes, the Town has also provided a guarantee on a Loan of Credit for $4M. As of June 21,
2021, $3,344,537 has been drawn on that Loan of Credit.

•

In 2018, the Town provided Olds Institute with $600,000 through a Community and Regional
Economic Support (CARES) Grant to support business planning, marketing and promotional
purposes for O-NET. The Provincial Government provided the other $600,000 for a cost share
total of $1.2M.
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Outside of the outstanding Loans and CARES Grant to fund O-NET, how much has the Town
provided in funding to Olds Institute over the years?
•

Over and above the support to O-NET, the Town, since 2004, has provided over $3M dollars in
annual contributions, salaries and other grants to Olds Institute to support Economic
Development, Social Development and Tourism for the Town of Olds.

•

In 2018, the Town wanted to create a new mandate and funding contribution system where
Town of Olds priorities would be addressed such as the following:
o Olds Institute’s relationship with Council
o Clarification with Administration
o Economic Development
o Tourism

•

Negotiations ensued, however the relationship did not advance as the Olds Institute Board
indicated that they were an independent entity and did not have to prioritize the Town’s items.

Who approved the loan refinancing, and when did that process begin and end?
The previous Town Council approved the refinancing of the Olds Institute Loans as the Olds Institute
was facing cash flow problems. Below is the sequence:
•

Bylaw 2017-12 was passed in July 2017 for the Town to incur a debt of $14M.

•

Bylaw 2017-13 was passed in July 2017 for the Town to issue a loan for $14M to Olds
Institute.

•

The Town applied for approval from Alberta Capital Finance Authority (ACFA) (Lender for
Municipalities).

•

ACFA would only refinance $10,171,325 (outstanding balance of the loans in July of 2017) as
$3,887,191 had been paid off the principal amount of the loans since 2010.

•

Therefore, the newly elected Town Council passed a new Bylaw 2017-16 in November 2017 to
incur a debt of $10,171,325 and rescind Bylaw 2017-12 as ACFA would only refinance
$10,171,325 of the $14M request.

•

Bylaw 2017-13 was passed in July 2017 and remains in place today. However, the Town of
Olds has used its own cash flows to provide for the reloan of $3,877,191.

As of today, what is the total debt: $14 million or $18 million?
•

The outstanding loans total a principal amount of approximately $14M owing to the town. This,
is in addition to the guaranteed line of credit in the amount of $4M. As of June 21, 2021
$3,44,537 has been drawn on that Loan of Credit which adds up to nearly $18 M.

When is the next payment due? How much is that payment?
•

The next payment of $452,646.87 ($217,374.17 principal + $235,272.70 interest) is scheduled
for September 15, 2021.
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•

As per the schedule, the OI and OFL Boards were to start making principal payments on their
loans in the fall of 2021.

•

In 2022, two principal and interest payments are due totaling $905,293.74.

What non-financial support has Town Council(s) provided to O-NET?
•

Town councils since 2010 have been in front of provincial and federal ministers, as well as
representatives from other municipalities across the province and country promoting O-NET.
Town councils have constantly spoken about the success of the work done by the many
volunteers and staff of Olds Institute/Olds Fibre Ltd.

•

Moreover the Town arranged for Minister Sandra Jansen, former Leader of the Alberta Party
and MLA Nathan Cooper and NDP Earl Dreeshen to meet and discuss O-NET and tour their
facilities.

Confidential Information
What is Olds Institute/Olds Fibre Ltd./O-NET worth?
•

This information is confidential. FOIP Section(s) 16 – Disclosure Harmful to business interests
of a third party; Section 17 - Disclosure Harmful to Personal Privacy & Section 27 - Privileged
Information.

How much is the Town's legal bill (relating to BDO Canada Limited) costing taxpayers to date?
•

As this is an active file, the Town of Olds is unable to release this information at this time.

Why was a Forbearance Agreement Issued to Olds Institute/Olds Fibre
Ltd.?
BACKGROUND: The Town of Olds issued a Forbearance Agreement on May 22, 2020. The
Forbearance Agreement was issued to set a period for Olds Institute and Olds Fibre Ltd. to find a
long-term solution for the continuance of O-NET.
Some Olds Fibre Ltd. and Olds Institute Directors have indicated that the Town did not meet
with or allow the Olds Institute and Olds Fibre Ltd. Board(s) to develop a Plan?
•

The Town, based on the advice of BDO Canada Limited allowed for three extensions of the
Forbearance Agreement in order for the Olds Institute/Olds Fibre Ltd. Advisory/Negotiating
Committee to find options to substantially reduce or eliminate the debt that Olds Institute owes
the Town. The Forbearance Agreement was put in place effective May 22, 2020 and ended on
June 25, 2021.

•

The Olds Institute and Olds Fibre Ltd. Boards formed the OICRD/OFL Advisory/Negotiating
Committee in October 2020 and at no time requested a council member to participate on that
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committee. BDO has provided advice to this committee and has reported back to Council on
the status of this file
•

The Town held two special meetings with OICRD and OFL representatives in September and
October of 2020. During these meetings, both OICRD and OFL indicated they had a number
of options to pursue and asked the Town to give them additional time to pursue those options.
The Mayor and Deputy Mayor also met with members of the OFL executive on three additional
occasions to answer questions.

•

The OICRD/OFL Advisory/Negotiating Committee chose one of the options to pursue. The
company that expressed interest had five months to put together an offer (during which time
council extended the Forbearance Agreement twice to allow for sufficient time), however an
offer was never presented and the company never requested the town extend its exclusivity.

•

The OICRD and OFL Boards were unable to find an investor in that time period.

The OFL Board Chair indicated that OICRD and OFL had not missed a payment? Can the Town
comment on this?
•

Under the current loan terms no payments of principal have been paid. To date ONLY
interest payments have been made.

•

As per the schedule, the OICRD and OFL Boards were to start paying principal on their loans
in the fall of 2021.

•

According to the financial review conducted by BDO Canada Limited, as the Town’s financial
advisor, OICRD and OFL do not have sufficient revenues to be able to make the principal and
interest payments.

Public Hearing – July 26, 2021
BACKGROUND: Proposed Resolution #21-251
A Public Hearing will be held July 26, 2021, at 1:00 p.m. Council Chambers, 4512 – 46 Street, Olds,
Alberta
What will the format of that public hearing be?
•

The Public Hearing will be held on July 26, 2021 and will be chaired by Mayor Muzychka in
Council Chambers, 4512 46 Street, Olds, Alberta. The Notice of Public Hearing and the
Proposed Resolution #21-251 can be read in full at the following link(s):
https://www.olds.ca/PublicHearings
https://www.olds.ca/sites/default/files/docs/notice_of_public_hearing_-_final.pdf

Can members of the public ask questions? If so, can they ask them right there at the meeting
or do they have to submit them ahead of time?
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•

We encourage residents to submit questions prior to the meeting, however questions may also
be asked at the public hearing.

•

Written submissions may be made prior to 4:30 pm on July 19, 2021, by mail or delivered to
the Town of Olds, 4512 - 46 Street, Olds, AB, T4H 1R5 or,

•

Faxed to 403-556-6537, or

•

Emailed to legislative@olds.ca

•

All submissions received will be included on the Council Agenda.

•

Any person(s) for, against or impacted by the formation of a Municipally Controlled Corporation
may speak at the public meeting for up to five minutes.

Questions Regarding a Municipally Controlled Corporation
How does consolidating OICRD into a Municipally Controlled Corporation solve the debt
problem?
•

Consolidation of assets, operations, revenues and debts into a single Municipally Controlled
Corporation does not in and of itself solve the Town’s debt limit issues.

•

Consolidation does, however, substantially reduce the existing complications of splitting the
ownership of assets between OICRD and OFL, and provides more options for how to
capitalize and finance O-NET going forward. This means that the business structure will be
prepared and ready for seeking and accommodating potential investors.

•

One main advantage is that a Municipally Controlled Corporation can borrow on its own, and
as a business enterprise provide services to the public. Therefore, this would not be
considered Town of Olds debt, nor would it be included within the Town’s total debt calculation.

•

By consolidating all assets and revenues, the Municipally Controlled Corporation becomes well
capitalized, which places it on a better footing to finance its own operations thus reducing
reliance upon the Town.

Why was a Municipally Controlled Corporation (MCC) not set up originally in 2010?
•

At the time of the making of the loans to OICRD, the creation of a municipally controlled
corporation was a complicated and expensive exercise, and generally not consented to by the
Minister of Municipal Affairs unless there was a regional purpose to the corporation (i.e.
multiple municipal owners). As a result, the Town’s loans and financial assistance to OICRD
were an alternative to direct investment that otherwise would not have been possible or
practical at that time.

•

The Town has always viewed its financial support as an investment, and today the Municipal
Government Act allows for the creation of municipally controlled corporations in an efficient
manner making much of the existing arrangements unnecessarily complicated.
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•

While the OCCN and O-NET concept was well ahead of its time, interest by other
municipalities in fibre networks and services has caught up with Olds, and while too early to tell
this does offer additional opportunities for investment. All of which have indicated to the Town
that restructuring the Town’s investment through a municipally controlled corporation simply
makes the best sense, both now and for the future.

Why is the Town doing this?
•

Debt – a municipality is limited to what it can borrow, and the combined effect of the Town’s
borrowings and loan guarantees to fund and support the development of the OCCN and ONET leaves the Town with extremely limited ability to borrow to fund other municipal priorities
and community needs. It is the existence of sizeable debt for one single pursuit that is
crippling, whether or not the payments are up to date on the loans provided to OICRD. This is
why the Town requested that OICRD and Olds Fibre Ltd. seek investment or financing to
reduce or eliminate their reliance upon the Town.

•

Ability to Make Debt Payments – while O-NET is a successful business operation, and has
made its interest payments under the Town loan to date, interest and principal payments are to
commence this fall. BDO Canada Limited (BDO) was engaged as a financial advisor to
conduct a debtor review (very common with lenders) to assess the finances of Olds Institute
and Olds Fibre Ltd. and their ability to make both principal and debt payments. BDO
determined that the combined revenues of Olds Institute and Olds Fibre would not be sufficient
to pay principal and interest payments as they came due.

•

Postponement of Repayment – based upon the assessment by the Town’s financial advisor,
the repayment of the Town’s loans would have to be substantially delayed based upon current
and projected revenues. This would prolong subsidizing by the Town, as well as prolong the
impact of debt on the Town beyond the current 25-year term of repayment which already runs
to the year 2043. The Town’s financial advisor has indicated financials for Olds Institute and
Olds Fibre Ltd. show that repayment would be delayed well beyond the year 2043.

•

Fiscal Responsibility – we all like quality services from O-NET, but at what cost to the Town
and its residents and businesses? Fiscal responsibility is in the best interests of the residents
and businesses of Olds and requires that the Town proactively addresses the impact of debt
and issues created by the inability to repay it. Awaiting default is not proactive and not in the
best interests of the residents and businesses of Olds.

Town Utility
Is the Town planning on making O-NET a public utility?
•

There are no plans to bring the operations or assets of Olds Fibre Ltd. and O-NET under direct
Town operation.

Could the Town of Olds run O-NET as a Utility?
•

The result of the receivership, if it proceeds as planned, will be a municipally controlled
corporation in the form of Olds Fibre Ltd., just as it exists today, which will continue to provide
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its services and Olds Fibre Ltd. will own the fibre optic network that it currently operates and
maintains. In the Town’s opinion, and based upon advice received, this will make a more
efficient business and operating structure.
•

Unlike other utility services, telecommunications is a federally regulated undertaking. The
Town has little to no authority under the Municipal Government Act to either regulate or impact
telecommunications services. The Town cannot impact telecommunications through bylaws,
nor control or direct services through exclusivity requirements. Consequently, there would be
no advantage gained by owning and operating a telecommunications service directly as a
department or division of Town operations.

•

Municipalities are treated differently under federal telecommunications legislation and related
caselaw, and in many cases substantially disadvantaged. Because of this legislative and legal
landscape, there would likely be several competitive disadvantages that would be incurred by
the Town taking ownership of telecommunication infrastructure and services directly.
Consequently, telecommunications operations are best delivered by a non-municipal entity.

•

Under Federal telecommunications legislation, the change of service provider from Olds Fibre
Ltd. to the Town would require a significant and substantial regulatory process involving the
Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission (CRTC). This would be at a
substantial additional cost and process, with little to no ultimate value in undertaking that
process or incurring those costs.

•

If the Town of Olds operated O-NET as a utility, every property would be charged for the
service whether it was utilized or not. This would eliminate home and business owners choice
in a preferred telecom provider within the Town of Olds.

•

If O-NET was owned and operated directly by the Town as another utility operation, this would
effectively eliminate the opportunities for investment by other parties and prevent the Town
from pursuing those opportunities to reduce or eliminate the current burden of debt.

•

If O-NET was owned and operated directly by the Town as another utility operation, there
would be no change of service and the costs of the service to consumers would still need to
cover costs of operation and capital repair/replacement.

•

In short, there are no advantages, and there are substantive disadvantages, in owning and
operating a telecommunications system and service under direct municipal ownership and
operation.

RESPONSIBILITIES
Current Responsibilities
•

As the Receiver that has been appointed by the Court pursuant to the Receivership Order,
BDO Canada Limited is in control of all assets and operations of the Olds Institute.
Accordingly, the Receiver makes the day-to-day decisions for the entity, in consultation with
the directors, officers and staff of Olds Institute.
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•

As Olds Institute is the sole shareholder of Olds Fibre Ltd. (Olds Fibre), BDO Canada Limited
(BDO) as the Receiver exercises the rights of Olds Institute as the shareholder. In addition,
with the consent and agreement of Olds Fibre, BDO has been appointed the monitor of the
operations of Olds Fibre. BDO is working alongside the directors, officers and staff of Olds
Fibre in the day-to-day decisions and operations. As a result, the operations of Olds Fibre are
business as usual, subject to the oversight and assistance that BDO provides.

•

The Town is the Lender to Olds Institute (and that loan is guaranteed by Olds Fibre Ltd.), who
is the secured party with first priority over the assets of both Olds Institute and Olds Fibre. As a
result, the Town is entitled to claim and seek ownership of the assets in order to satisfy the
debts owed. The Town is working alongside the Receiver in the ultimate decision and
destination for the assets of Olds Institute and Olds Fibre, subject always to the review,
approval and final decision of the Court.

Under the new structure, who will the volunteers and their committees report to?
•

Currently, any volunteers or committees of Olds Institute would be reporting to and taking
direction from BDO Canada as the Receiver. Upon the discharge of the Receivership, the
volunteers and committees would or could carry on normal operations of Olds Institute with
respect to whatever activities is chooses to pursue.

•

Currently, any volunteers or committees of Olds Fibre would report to, and, take direction from
the same authority that they have historically reported to or taken direction from. Assuming that
the Receivership results in the reorganization sought by the Town, upon discharge of the
Receivership volunteers and committees will operate within the organizational structure that is
created under the direction of the Town and the future board of directors.
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